VITAMIN INFUSION
Infuse your skin with vitamins.

Like a vitamin-loaded beauty infusion blended with fruity extracts from the pomegranate blossom and mango, this treatment protects
against signs of premature aging and maintains the skin’s natural tonicity. With its high-tech encapsulation of Vitamin A, B and C, it also
strengthens the skin’s own protective function, creating a youthful radiance, for a smooth, refreshed complexion.

1 RECOMMENDED AMPOULES
FOR SALON AND HOME USE

2 MATCHING PRODUCT LINES
FOR HOME USE

PROFESSIONAL COLLECTION AHA Effect
Active ingredient concentrate with 5% fruit acids and

VITAMIN INFUSION
Infuse your skin with vitamins.

Green Mandarin Fruit Water. AHA effect for skin that

Vitamin Infusion revitalizes skin like a

looks deep-down clean and refined.

vitamin-loaded beauty infusion and
has a smoothing and refreshing effect.

PROFESSIONAL COLLECTION Beauty Date
Relaxes expression lines, refines the complexion,
and creates a pretty, rosy glow in moments.
PROFESSIONAL COLLECTION SOS
Soothing active ingredient concentrate. Regenerates
while reducing IRRITATION AND SLIGHT redness.

PRO COLLAGEN
New elasticity and firmness
Pro Collagen specifically assists in collagen
synthesis and proactively improves the skin’s
moisture profile and firmness.
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Valentine goes Vitamin!
Infuse your skin with vitamins.

Step-by-step guide Range Products

Tools/Technique

Product benefits

Cleansing

CL

2 in 1 Cleansing
Foam

Brushes

Invigorating cleansing foam with an
exfoliating effect

Exfoliation

CL

Effect Peeling

Fan brush

2 in 1: Scrub or Enzymatic action

Apply a thicker layer and leave
on 5-8min for enzymatic
action. No steam necessary
Concentrate

VI

Serum

Mask & massage

VI

Mask

Refines and smoothes

Apply generous amount to the

Soothes and smoothes

chest, neck and face. Massage
the mask with wet fingertips for
5min, leave on for another
10min. Massage arms in the
meantime.
PCO

Massage

Massage Medium light

Apply on top of mask. Perform Ultra-light massage fluid with Anti-Stress
your favorite Massage for
Complex. Free of fragrance, preservatives, color
10min. Remove with a warm,
moist compress or sponges

VITAMIN INFUSION
or

Infuse your skin with vitamins.

PRO COLLAGEN

New elasticity and firmness.

Time requirement

Approx. 65 minutes
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Final care for eye
area, face, neck
and décolleté
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